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The Present Indicative Middle and Passive 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The Passive Voice is used when the subject receives the action of the verb : is acted upon, rather than 
performs the action. eg. "The man was bitten by the dog" 
 
The Middle Voice is used when the subject not only acts, but is also involved in the consequences of the 
action. Its nearest English equivalent is the Reflexive. eg. "I sit", equivalent to "I sit myself down", "I 
come or go", equivalent to "I move myself". 
 
The Middle Voice uses the same personal endings as the Passive for all tenses except the Future, Future 
Perfect, and First and Second Aorists. The rest of the sentence, and the context, will show whether the 
sense is Middle or Passive. 
NOTE - There are some verbs in Greek which use Middle or Passive endings, but which are best 
translated by an Active verb in English. These are called Deponent Verbs, and have their own Grammar 
and Vocabulary pages. 
 
Present  I come/go  I begin  I become      I clothe myself   
   (I move myself) 
 
-omai   e)rxomai  a)rxomai  ginomai  e0nduomai 

-h|   e)rxh|   a)rxh|   ginh|   e)nduh| 

-etai   e0rxetai  a)rxetai  ginetai  e)nduetai 

-omeqa  e0rxomeqa  a)rxomeqa  ginomeqa  e)nduomeqa  

-esqe   e0rxesqe  a)rxesqe  ginesqe  e)nduesqe 

-ontai  e0rxontai  a)rxontai  ginontai  e)nduontai  

Strictly speaking, the endings are -mai, -sai, -tai,-meqa, -sqe, -ntai, but a vowel with an "o" or 
"e" sound was added for ease of pronunciation, and the second person singular dropped the sigma. The 

vowel is sometimes called the "variable vowel", or the "euphonic vowel". 
__________________________________________________ 

  
The  -ew  -aw    and   -ow   verbs  contract the vowels as usual :  
 
I love  I  am loved  I honor I am honored  I fill  I am filled   

filw~  filoumai  timw~  timwmai     plhrw~  plhroumai 

fileij  filh|   tima|j  tima|      plhroij  plhroi 

filei  fileitai  tima|  timatai     plhroi  plhroutai 

filoumen filoumeqa  timwmen timwmeqa     plhroumen   plhroumeqa 

fileite fileisqe  timate  timasqe     plhroute  plhrousqe 

filousin filountai  timwsin timwntai     plhrousin   plhrountai 

___________________________________________________ 
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